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To claim Mainpro+ credits:
• Scroll through the chat window on YouTube or Facebook at the end of webinar
• Look for the survey link and click on it
• Complete the survey by end of day Sunday (Apr 19, 11:59 p.m. (ET))
• Recorded webinars are available at cfpc.ca/clinicalwebinars

To join MiGroups:
• Register at http://cfpc.timedright.com
• Email migs@cfpc.ca
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Mitigating Potential Bias

This program has not received financial or in-kind support.

The questions posed in today’s webinar were developed by staff from the CFPC.

Recommendations are based on the evolving evidence and situation with the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
Learning Objectives

After this webinar presentation, the participant will be able to:

1. To describe the current understanding of the COVID-19 disease cycle
2. To describe the current and anticipated impact of Canadian public health measures on COVID-19 infections
3. To discuss the impact of the pandemic on the Canadian health care system
4. To discuss vaccine availability for COVID-19
To claim Mainpro+ credits:
• Scroll through the chat window on YouTube or Facebook
• Look for the survey link and click on it
• Complete the survey by end of day Sunday (Apr 19, 11:59 p.m. ET)

To join MiGroups:
• Register at http://cfpc.timedright.com
• Email migs@cfpc.ca
CFPC’s Live-Stream Clinical Webinar Series:

*Practical Talks for Family Docs*

Upcoming webinars from the COVID-19 Pivot series:

- Optimizing Care of the Elderly and LTC Residents during the pandemic
- Caring for patients with COVID-19 in the ER and Hospital setting
- PEER’s review of evidence for COVID-19

www.cfpc.ca/clinicalwebinars
Resources

Three new Tools for Practice articles from PEER about COVID-19. Visit
https://gomainpro.ca/tools-for-practice/ to see them!